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resumo 
 
 

Os sistemas de comunicação por luz visível surgem como uma alternativa aos 
tradicionais sistemas de comunicação ópticos por raios infravermelhos. Esta 
alternativa tem por base a rápida evolução dos dispositivos de iluminação de 
estado sólido. Até há bem pouco tempo, as tradicionais lâmpadas 
incandescentes ou fluorescentes dominavam a tecnologia de iluminação. 
Recentemente, os dispositivos de estado sólido, como por exemplo, os LEDs 
(Light Emiting Diodes) de alta intensidade, tem evidenciado as suas vantagens 
neste domínio: maior eficiência, durabilidade e preço de fabrico. 
Adicionalmente estes dispositivos possibilitam outros domínios de aplicação, 
que não sejam exclusivamente a iluminação. A possibilidade de comutação 
rápida destes dispositivos torna-os adequados ao emprego em sistemas de 
comunicação tendo por base a luz visível. 
No âmbito deste trabalho pretendeu-se desenvolver um sistema de 
comunicação por luz visível capaz de servir o propósito de validação de 
conceito. Para tal, consideraram-se duas tarefas distintas: a concepção dos 
sistemas electrónicos de emissão-recepção de sinais ópticos, e o sistema de 
processamento de dados. O sistema de processamento de dados foi em 
particular o que definiu o tema desta dissertação. De forma a tornar o processo 
de geração e descodificação simples e eficiente, optou-se por recorrer ao 
protocolo USB. Desta forma tentou-se implementar uma solução que do ponto 
de vista do utilizador fosse tão simples como a utilização de um qualquer 
periférico plug-play num PC. Esta dissertação discute a implementação deste 
sistema de processamento de dados, tendo como recursos disponíveis uma 
placa de aquisição de dados em formato USB, e acessórios de electrónica 
digital reconfigurável. 
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abstract 
 

Visible light communication systems appear as a suitable alternative to the 
more traditional Infra-Red optical communication systems. This possibility is 
motivated by the fast evolution of solid-state lighting devices. Traditional 
incandescent and fluorescent light bulbs have been the unique solutions for the 
illumination purpose for years. Solid-state lighting devices, as for instance high 
brightness LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes), have become available. These 
devices present several advantages over the traditional light bulbs: they are 
more power efficient, they have lower production costs, and increased 
durability. Additionally, solid-state lighting devices present the useful property of 
fast switching, which makes them suitable for communication purposes, 
employing visible light. 
The main objective of this project was to develop a visible light communication 
system able to provide a practical demonstration test-bed for this new 
technology. In order to fulfill this objective, two separate tasks have been 
foreseen: The optical receiver-transmitter able to cope with the visible light 
requirements; and the data processing system. This dissertation was focused 
on the data processing system. USB protocol was chosen in order to simplify 
the processes of data generation and recovery. This would make the final 
systems as simple to use as any other USB plug-and-play device.  
This dissertation discusses the implementation of the data processing system, 
using one standard USB acquisition board plus digital reconfigurable electronic 
devices. 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

słowa kluczowe 
 
 

Komunikacja świetlna, układ programowalny FPGA, Protokół USB, Protokół  

streszczenie 
 

Co raz częściej układy elektroniczne wykorzystujące światło widzialne w celu 
komunikacji stają się alternatywą dla systemów opartych na technologii 
promieniowania czerwonego – IR. Jest to spowodowane szybkim rozwojem 
przyrządów półprzewodnikowych, które to wyparły dotychczas stosowane w 
komunikacji świetlnej żarówki. Okazało się bowiem, że przyrządy 
półprzewodnikowe posiadają znacznie lepsze właściwości w porównianiu do 
wcześniej używanych żarówek i lamp. Pobierają mniej energii, są trwalsze oraz 
charakteryzują się niższym kosztem produkcji. Obecne przyrządy 
półprzewodnikowe wyróżnia także szybkość przełączania dzięki czemu 
świetnie nadają się do komunikacji swietlnej. 
Głównym celem tego projektu było stworzenie systemu w opraciu o 
komunikację swietlną, wykorzystującego przyrządy półprzewodnikowe. W tym 
celu projekt podzielono na dwie części: nadajnik – odbiornik komunikacji 
świetlnej; oraz cyfrowy układ przetwarzający dane. Protokół USB wybrano jako 
interfejs pomiędzy komputerem a projektowanym układem ze wzgledu na 
łatwość użycia tego protokołu. 
Ta praca magisterska dotyczy implementacji cyfrowego systemu 
przetważającego dane przy wykorzystaniu interfejsu USB oraz układu 
programowalnego. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 

 

 

1.1.  Introduction 

 

The use of light to send messages is not a novelty. Fire was used for signaling in biblical 

times, smoke signals have been used for thousands of years and flashing lights have been used 

to communicate between warships at sea. Nowadays light beam communications devices are 

finding their way into many common applications between telephone equipment and 

computer systems. Since the invention of radio, more and more of the electro-magnetic 

frequency spectrum has been absorbed for business, military, entertainment broadcasting and 

telephone communications. There is simply little room left in the radio frequency spectrum to 

add more information transmitting channels. For this reason, many telephone companies and 

individuals are looking toward light as a way to provide the needed room for communications 

expansion. By using modulated light as a carrier instead of radio, an almost limitless spectrum 

becomes available. The less efficient copper cables were replaced with glass fibers in some 

complex long distance communication systems. A single optical fiber can carry the equivalent 

information that would require tens of thousands of copper wires. Although light can be 
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efficiently injected into tiny glass fibers and used like copper cables to route the information 

where it might be needed, there are many applications where only the space between the light 

transmitter and the receiver is needed. Freespace optical links require only a clear line-of-

sight path between the transmitter and the receiver to form the communication channel. No 

cables need to be buried, no complex network of switches and amplifiers are needed and no 

right-of-way agreements need to be made. Also, like fiber optic communications, optical free 

space communication systems have a very large information handling capacity. Very high 

data rates are possible since there is no regulation of the optical spectrum. Nevertheless, the 

actual state of the art does not take profit of these high bandwidths. The main reason for this 

lies in the handling capacity of the existing electronic devices. However there are some 

limitations like weather that can influence the ability of an optical communications system to 

convey information. Fog, heavy rain and snow can be severe enough to block the light path 

and interrupt communications. Another limitation of light beam communications is that light 

can not penetrate trees, hills or buildings. A clear line-of-sight path can be based on 

reflections, nevertheless emitter and receiver must be in the same room. Like in remote 

control devices where the light-beam technique is already being used instead of radio or 

wireless stereo headphones which are using optical techniques to send high quality audio 

within a room. Besides it can be used in outdoor environments like traffic lights for either 

audio or data transmission from or to vehicles or simply for garage door openers. The scope 

of this work is very broad. The main aim is to produce a visible light communication system 

prototype. 

 

1.2. Motivation 

 

The work developed under this thesis framework is part of the major project called 

VIDAS (Visible light communications for advanced Driver Assistance Systems) which 

intends to specify and develop a new wireless communication system using visible light. 

VIDAS project investigates the utilisation of outdoor illumination to increase traffic safety 

which is currently a key issue. The sprouting and rapid evolution of the light emitting devices 

based on LEDs, both for indoor and outdoor environments, opens a new set of communication 
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scenarios which are not fully investigated yet. The use of visible LEDs is based on an idea of 

fast switching LEDs and the modulation of the visible light waves for free-space 

communication. This means that, the visible light emitted by the LEDs can be modulated and 

encoded for information broadcast.  

 

1.3. Objectives 

 

The base concept of this project is to perform wireless data transmission using light 

emitting diodes. One simple way of accomplishing this task is to use traditional and well 

established communication protocols and to add visible light concepts to the underlying 

physical layers. USB protocol was use as the reference for this work. The multi-disciplinary 

characteristic of this proposal obliges to the division of the work into two stages of 

development: USB Digital Interface and optical transceiver. The tasks to perform under the 

framework of this thesis comprise the development of an USB Interface system between PC 

and transceiver to ensure data transfer from PC to other PC or a USB digital camera, USB 

portable drive, etc. A serial bus standard used to interface transceiver to a host computer 

requires physical layer implementation of the USB protocol in the system. USB was designed 

to be an interface for communicating with many types of peripherals without the limits and 

frustrations of older interfaces. Every recent PC computer includes USB ports that can 

connect to standard peripherals such as keyboards, mice, scanners, cameras, printers, and 

drives as well as custom hardware for just about any purpose. The interface is suitable for 

mass-produced, standard peripheral types as well as small-volume designs. From the user’s 

perspective, the benefits of USB are ease of use, fast and reliable data transfers, flexibility, 

low cost, and power conservation. For developers, cable standards and automatic error 

checking are so well defined that developers do not have to worry about specifying cable 

characteristics or providing error checking in software. The optical transceiver prepares data 

for light transmission. Therefore USB data transfers must be synchronized with the optical 

transceiver so that they can be correctly adapted and transformed into appropriate light 

signals. A USB development board and the FPGA compose the USB Digital Interface. The 

USB development board operates as interface between PC and the FPGA. The FPGA serves 
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as a bridge between two different bit rates. The USB board translates data from USB to I
2
C 

protocol, while programmable electronics slows down transfers and passes data forward with 

a desired clock rate. 

 

1.4. Thesis organization 

 

This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter two presents the general architecture of 

the communication system. Here are described the main blocks of the designed system: USB 

Digital interface and optical transceiver. Chapter three presents programming methods of the 

USB board and FPGA. It describes how to configure those devices so they provide the desired 

functions. Chapter four presents the FPGA design. The operation of utilized elements in the 

design is described and supported with simulations results. Finally, in chapter five some 

conclusions are given concerning all problems related to the system conception and some 

guidelines for future work are also advanced. 
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2. System Architecture 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

At present every computer comes with one or more Universal Serial Bus connectors that 

allow for the attachment of wide sort of peripheral devices in a quick and easy fashion. 

Compared to other ways of connecting devices to computer, including parallel ports, serial 

ports and special cards, USB parts are simple. Therefore the USB protocol was considered as 

a most appropriate to joint PC with the remaining parts of the system (for more information 

about USB protocol see section 2.3). USB provides connection to USB Digital Interface. The 

USB Digital Interface consists of two electronic devices: the USB development board that 

serves as an USB interface and a Xilinx FPGA (I
2
C protocol is applied within the Digital 

Interface to link these two devices). The optical transceiver connected with USB Digital 

Interface transforms the incoming electrical signals into light signals with LEDs. This chapter 

describes the conceptual USB Digital Interface architecture and its role in the overall Visible 

Light Communication System. 
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2.2 Overal System Architecture 

 

Figure 1 Visible Light Communication System Architecture 

Figure 1 presents the architecture of visible light communication system. The flow of data 

between transmitting equipment and the optical transceivers is administered by the USB 

Digital Interface. Moreover data is appropriately converted within that interface depending on 

whether the PC is transmitting information or wants to read it form the peripherals. USB 

protocol implemented into system design is convenient and easy to use for a user but it is 

complicated from the point of view of data transfers. Optical transceiver requires a simple 

string of bits for transmission. Therefore, when the USB protocol applied into the system can 

not be used for straight connection between PC and optical transceiver. The USB Digital 

Interface ensures conversion of data to adaptable form by optical circuits. Data in simpler 

form with adequate bit rate fits for another transformation process from electrical to visible 

light signals within optical transceiver. The optical transceivers are responsible for both 

sending and receiving data. Visible light communication is an optical communication 

technology that uses visible light propagating in free space to transmit data between two 

points. This technology is particular useful for situations where the physical connection by the 

means of fibre optic cables is impractical, due to high costs for example. The USB Digital 

Interface enables application of the USB protocol and visible light communication for data 

transmission between PC and peripheral devices. 
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2.2.1 Digital Interface 

 

 

Figure 2 USB Digital Interface 

As previously mentioned, the data transmitted according to USB protocol is converted within 

the USB Digital Interface. The USB cable links the PC and the USB Digital Interface with the 

USB board device. The USB board comes from Devasys and it includes a Cypress 

microcontroller used to convert data from USB to I
2
C protocol. Within the USB board all the 

necessary duties for transforming data take place. Simple string of bytes are sent or received 

respectively to or from FPGA device. The Xilinx FPGA implements the handshake with the 

I
2
C protocol and prepares data adequately to optical transceiver requirements (slow down 

data). Within the FPGA data must be processed to parallel form for Fifo inputs and outputs 

specifications. However, single bit streams of data are delivered to the optical transceiver after 

turning into serial format of data within FPGA. Data recovery allows the receiver to extract 

embedded clock data from an incoming data stream. The receiver usually extracts the data 

from the incoming data stream and then moves this data into a separate clock domain. The 

receiver’s clock can be also used for onward data transmission. 

2.2.2 USB Board – EZ-USB Microcontroller 

 

The main component of USB Board is a microcontroller. Produced by Cypress 

Semiconductors, EZ-USB chip controls data flow throughout the entire wireless 

communication system. The Cypress Semiconductor EZ-USB chip packs the intelligence 
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required by a USB peripheral interface into a compact integrated circuit. As Figure 3 

illustrates, an integrated USB transceiver connects to the USB bus pins D+ and D-. A Serial 

Interface Engine (SIE) decodes and encodes the serial data and performs error correction, bit 

stuffing, and other signaling-level details required by USB, and ultimately transfers data bytes 

to and from the USB interface. The internal microprocessor is an enhanced 8051 with fast 

execution time and added features. It uses internal RAM for program and data storage, 

making the EZ-USB chip a soft solution. The USB host downloads 8051 program code and 

device configuration into the internal RAM using the USB bus, and then the EZ-USB chip re-

connects as the custom device as defined by the loaded code. The EZ-USB chip uses an 

enhanced SIE/USB interface (called the “USB Core”) which has the intelligence to function 

as a full USB device even before the 8051. The enhanced core simplifies 8051 code by 

implementing much of the USB protocol itself. EZ-USB chips operate at 3.3V. This 

simplifies the design of bus-powered USB devices, since the 5V power available in the USB 

connector (which the USB specification allows to be as low as 4.4V) can drive a 3.3V 

regulator to deliver clean isolated power to the EZ-USB chip. EZ-USB chip contains a 16-bit 

address bus and an 8-bit data bus for external memory expansion. A special fast transfer mode 

moves data directly between external logic and internal USB FIFOs.  

 

 

Figure 3 EZ-USB Chip Architecture 
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2.2.3  EZ-USB CPU 

 

The EZ-USB built-in microprocessor is an enhanced version of the 8051 core which 

uses the standard 8051 instruction set. Instructions execute faster than with the standard 8051 

due to two features: 

• Wasted bus cycles are eliminated. A bus cycle uses four clocks, as compared to 12 

clocks with the standard 8051. 

• The EZ-USB CPU runs at 24 MHz. 

The 8051 communicates with the EZ-USB core through a set of memory mapped registers. 

These registers are grouped as follows: 

• Endpoint buffers and FIFOs 

• 8051 control 

• IO ports 

• Fast Transfer 

• I
2
C Controller 

• Interrupts 

• USB Functions 

All internal EZ-USB RAM, which includes program/data memory, bulk endpoint 

buffer memory, and the EZ-USB register set, is addressed as add-on 8051 memory. The 8051 

reads or writes these bytes as data using the MOVX (move external) instruction. Even though 

the MOVX instruction implies external memory, the EZ-USB RAM and register set is 

actually inside the EZ-USB chip. External memory attached to the chip address and data 

busses can also be accessed by the MOVX instruction. The EZ-USB core encodes its memory 

strobe and selects signals (RD#, WR#, CS#, and OE#) to eliminate the need for external logic 

to separate the internal and external memory spaces. 

2.2.4  I/O ports 

 

The EZ-USB chip provides two input-output systems: 

• A set of programmable IO pins 

• A programmable I
2
C Controller 
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The I
2
C controller uses the SCL and SDA pins, and performs two functions: 

• General-purpose 8051 use 

• Boot loading from an EEPROM 

The EZ-USB family implements its IO ports using memory-mapped registers. This is in 

contrast to a standard, which uses SFR bits for input/output. Figure 4 shows the basic 

structure of an EZ-USB IO pin.  

 

Figure 4 I/O Port 

2.2.5  I
2
C Controller 

 

The USB core contains an I
2
C controller for boot loading and general-purpose I

2
C bus 

interface. This controller uses the SCL (Serial Clock) and SDA (Serial Data) pins.  

 

Figure 5 Final USB Device 
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I
2
C Controller is used by the boot loader at power-on to read the contents of an external serial 

EEPROM to determine the initial EZ-USB configuration. The boot loader operates 

automatically, while the 8051 is held in reset. After the boot sequence completes and the 8051 

is brought out of reset, the general-purpose I
2
C controller is available to the 8051 for interface 

to external I
2
C devices, such as other EEPROMS, I/O chips, audio/video control chips. 

 

2.3 USB Protocol 

 

The USB protocol was designed to allow large numbers (up to 127) of low- and medium-

speed peripherals to be attached to a PC. With a top transfer rate of 12Mbit/sec USB was 

never intended to be an alternative to SCSI (small computer system interface). Particular 

attention was paid to the needs of audio and video devices, which it was envisaged would be 

increasingly important for the next generation of personal productivity applications. Since 

USB was designed to be plug and play, devices can be added and removed even while the 

system is running, avoiding the need to reboot the system to reconfigure it. Technical issues 

like bus termination and the assignment of device identifiers are taken care of by the hardware 

and software architecture so these common sources of configuration error will not pose severe 

problems. The reliability of USB is due to both the hardware and the protocols for data 

transfer. USB protocol is easy and convenient to use. When USB peripheral connected to PC, 

operation system detects the peripheral and loads the appropriate software driver. Full 

configuration is automatic. Small and compact USB connectors cannot be plugged in wrong 

way what makes them really easy to joint with PC. Peripherals can be connect and disconnect 

whether or not the system and peripheral are powered, without damaging PC or device. The 

operating system detects when a peripheral is attached and read for use. The USB interface 

includes power-supply and ground lines that provide a nominal +5V from the computer’s 

power supply. A peripheral can draw all of its power from the bus instead of having to 

provide external power supply. USB’s four transfer types and three speeds make the interface 

feasible for many types of peripherals. There are transfer types suited for exchanging large 

and small blocks of data, with and without time constraints. For data that can not tolerate 

delays, USB can guarantee bandwidth or a maximum time between transfers. Although the 

operating system, device drivers, and application software can introduce unavoidable delays, 
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USB makes it as easy as possible to achieve transfers that are close to real time. The hardware 

specifications for USB drivers, receivers, and cables ensure a quiet interface that eliminates 

most noise that could cause data errors. The USB protocol enables the detecting of errors in 

received data and notifying the sender so it can retransmit. Power-saving circuits and code can 

automatically power down USB peripherals when not in use yet keep them ready to respond 

when needed. A device with a USB interface is likely to cost the same or less than an 

equivalent device with an older interface or a more recent interface such as IEEE-1394. 

 

2.3.1 Physical Layer 

 

USB devices can be either self-powered (with their own independent power supply) or 

bus powered. One of the pair of wires in the USB cable is used to carry 5V power: one of the 

pins carries the supply voltage of +5V and second one is ground. The second pair of wires, 

D+ and D-, is a twisted pair used to carry data. The data wires use differential signaling: both 

carry a signal with respect to ground and a transition occurs when the two data lines reverse 

polarity with respect to one another. This gives better immunity to noise than the conventional 

single ended logic signal. Data is sent as a synchronous serial stream of bits, encoded using 

NRZI (a 0 is represented by a signal transition and a 1 by no transition see Figure 6). The 

USB operates at three distinct speeds. Full speed gives a bandwidth of 12Mbit/sec. For 

applications that require a low bandwidth a lower speed operating mode is available. It is also 

possible to communicate with bandwidth of 480Mbit/sec. - this type of transfers is called hi-

speed. 

 

Figure 6 NRZI encoding 
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2.3.2 Communication 

 

USB defines four types of transfer: control transfers which are typically used for 

command or status operations, interrupt transfers which are initiated by a device to request 

some action from the host, isochronous transfers which are used to carry data the delivery of 

which is time critical (such as for video and speech), and bulk transfers which can use all 

available bandwidth but are not time critical. All transfers take the form of packets, which 

contain control information, data and error checking fields. There are also two types of pipe: 

message pipes and stream pipes. Control transfers are made using message pipes. In a 

message pipe, the data portion of each packet has some meaning to the USB system software. 

2.3.3 Bus Protocol 

 

Information transfers over the bus are called transactions. At any time the host 

controller may have a list of transactions that are waiting to be actioned. A transaction begins 

when the controller sends a packet describing the type and direction of the transaction, the 7-

bit USB device address and the endpoint number. This packet is called the Token Packet. The 

source of the data – either the controller or a device depending on the direction – then sends a 

Data Packet. In most cases the transaction is completed by the destination of the data sending 

a Handshake Packet. 

2.3.4 Error Handling 

 

Considerable error checking and error handling features have been built in to the USB 

to ensure that it is a reliable method of connecting peripherals to a PC. Data integrity should 

be comparable to that of an internal expansion bus. When errors do occur, cyclic redundancy 

checks (CRCs) performed separately on both the control and data fields of packets will enable 

100 per cent recovery of both single and double bit errors. Unrecoverable errors can be 

detected with a high degree of confidence. A self-recovery mechanism is built into the 

messaging protocol, with time-outs for lost and invalid packets. Some error recovery is built 
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into the hardware. Interrupt and bulk data transfers conclude with a handshake packet to 

provide confirmation for the received data, or request that it be re-sent if it was not. Delivery 

of this data is therefore guaranteed, even if the time taken to deliver it is not. With 

isochronous data it is not possible to retry a failed transaction. Consequently no handshake 

packet is sent and the data must be accepted ‘as it is’. 

 

2.4 I2
C Protocol 

 

The I
2
C bus is supported by all IC fabrication process (NMOS, CMOS, bipolar). Two 

wires, serial data (SDA) and serial clock (SCL), carry information between the devices 

connected to the bus. Each device is recognized by a unique address and can operate as either 

a transmitter or receiver, depending on the function of the device. In addition to transmitters 

and receivers, devices can also be considered as masters or slaves when performing data 

transfers. A master is the device that initiates a data transfer on the bus and generates the 

clock signals to permit that transfer. The possibility of connecting more than one 

microcontroller to the I
2
C bus means that more than one master could try to initiate a data 

transfer at the same time. To avoid the chaos that might ensue from such an event, an 

arbitration procedure has been developed. This procedure relies on the wired-AND 

connection of all I
2
C interfaces to the I

2
C bus. 

2.4.1. General Characteristics 

 

Both SDA and SCL are bi-directional lines, connected to a positive supply voltage via 

a current-source or pull-up resistor which is illustrated on Figure 7. When the bus is free, both 

lines are HIGH. The output stages of devices connected to the bus must have an open-drain or 

open-collector to perform the wired-AND function. Data on the I
2
C -bus can be transferred at 

rates of up to 100 kbit/s in the Standard-mode, up to 400 kbit/s in the Fast-mode, or up to 3.4 

Mbit/s in the High-speed mode. The number of interfaces connected to the bus is solely 

dependent on the bus capacitance limit of 400 pF. 
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Figure 7 Power Supply for SDA and SCL lines 

 

2.4.2. Bit Transfer 

 

The data on the SDA line must be stable during the HIGH period of the clock. The 

HIGH or LOW state of the data line can only change when the clock signal on the SCL line is 

LOW. Within the procedure of the I
2
C bus, two unique situations arise, which are defined as 

START (S) and STOP (P) conditions. These conditions can be observed on Figure 8. A HIGH 

to LOW transition on the SDA line while SCL is HIGH is one such unique case. This 

situation indicates a START condition. 

 

Figure 8 Start and Stop Conditions  

A LOW to HIGH transition on the SDA line while SCL is HIGH defines a STOP condition. 

START and STOP conditions are always generated by the master. The bus is considered to be 
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busy after the START condition. The bus is considered to be free again a certain time after the 

STOP condition. The bus stays busy if a repeated START (Sr) is generated instead of a STOP 

condition. In this respect, the START (S) and repeated START (Sr) conditions are 

functionally identical. 

 

2.4.3. Transferring Data 

 

Every byte put on the SDA line must be 8-bits long. The number of bytes that can be 

transmitted per transfer is unrestricted. Each byte has to be followed by an acknowledgment 

bit. Data is transferred with the most significant bit (MSB) first (see Figure 9). If a slave can 

not receive or transmit another complete byte of data until it has performed some other 

function, it can hold the clock line SCL LOW to force the master into a wait state.  

 

Figure 9 Data transfer 

Data transfer resumes when the slave is ready and releases clock line as the Figure 9 depicts. 

Data transfer with acknowledge is obligatory. After the START condition (S), a slave address 

is sent. This address is 7 bits long followed by an eighth bit which is a data direction bit 

(R/W) - a ‘zero’ indicates a transmission (WRITE), a ‘one’ indicates a request for data 

(READ). A data transfer is always terminated by a STOP condition (P) generated by the 

master. However, if a master still wishes to communicate on the bus, it can generate a 

repeated START condition (Sr) and address another slave without first generating a STOP 

condition. Various combinations of read/write formats are then possible within such a 

transfer. The first seven bits of the first byte shown on Figure 10 make up the slave address. 

The eighth bit is the LSB (least significant bit). It determines the direction of the message. A 

‘zero’ in the least significant position of the first byte means, that the master will write 
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information to a selected slave. A ‘one’ in this position means that the master will read 

information from the slave. When an address is sent, each device in a system compares the 

first seven bits after the START condition with its address. If they match, the device considers 

itself addressed by the master as a slave-receiver or slave-transmitter, depending on the R/W 

bit. 

 

Figure 10 I
2
C Transaction 

 

2.5  Reconfigurable Hardware 

 

A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is a semiconductor device that can be configured 

by designer after manufacturing. FPGAs contain programmable logic components called 

"logic blocks", and a hierarchy of reconfigurable interconnects that allow the blocks to be 

"wired together". The logic blocks can be configured to perform complex combinational 

functions, or merely simple logic gates like AND and XOR. The Virtex-E user-programmable 

gate array comprises two major configurable elements: configurable logic blocks (CLBs) and 

input/output blocks (IOBs). 

• CLBs provide the functional elements for constructing both logical and registered 

functions. 

• IOBs provide the interface between the package pins and the CLBs. 

CLBs interconnect through a general routing matrix (GRM). The GRM comprises an array of 

routing switches located at the intersections of horizontal and vertical routing channels. Each 

CLB nests into a VersaBlock that also provides local routing resources to connect the CLB to 

the GRM. All connections between blocks introduced in Figure 11 are discussed later in this 

chapter. The Virtex-E architecture shown on Figure 11 also includes the following circuits 

that connect to the GRM: 
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• Dedicated block memories of 4096 bits each 

• Clock DLLs for clock-distribution delay compensation and clock domain control 

• 3-State buffers associated with each CLB that drive dedicated segmentable 

horizontal routing resources 

 

Figure 11 VersaRing 

 

2.5.1. Input/Output Block 

 

Figure 12 presents the internal architecture of the Input/Output Block. The three IOB 

storage elements function either as edge-triggered D-type flip-flops or as level sensitive 

latches. Each IOB has a clock signal shared by the three flip-flops and independent clock 

enable signals for each flip-flop. In addition to the CLK and CE control signals, the three flip-

flops share a Set/Reset (SR). For each flip-flop, this signal can be independently configured as 

a synchronous Set, a synchronous Reset, an asynchronous Preset, or an asynchronous Clear.  
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Figure 12 Input/Output Block 

The Virtex-E IOB input path routes the input signal directly to internal logic and/ or through 

an optional input flip-flop. An optional delay element at the D-input of this flip-flop 

eliminates pad-to-pad hold time. The delay is matched to the internal clock-distribution delay 

of the FPGA, and when used, assures that the pad-to-pad hold time is zero. Each input buffer 

can be configured to conform to any of the low-voltage signaling standards supported. There 

are optional pull-up and pull-down resistors at each input for use after configuration. Their 

value is in the range 50 – 100 kΩ. The output path includes a 3-state output buffer that drives 

the output signal onto the pad. The output signal can be routed to the buffer directly from the 

internal logic or through an optional IOB output flip-flop. The 3-state control of the output 

can also be routed directly from the internal logic or through a flip-flop that provides 

synchronous enable and disable. Each output driver can be individually programmed for a 

wide range of low-voltage signaling standards. Each output buffer can source up to 24 mA 

and sink up to 48 mA. Drive strength and slew rate controls minimize bus transients. 
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2.5.2. Configurable Logic Blocks 

 

The basic building block of the Virtex-E CLB is the logic cell (LC) as depicted in 

figure 13. An LC includes a 4-input function generator, carry logic, and a storage element. 

The output from the function generator in each LC drives both the CLB output and the D 

input of the flip-flop. Each Virtex-E CLB contains four LCs, organized in two similar slices, 

as shown in Figure 13. Virtex-E function generators are implemented as 4-input look-up 

tables (LUTs). In addition to operating as a function generator, each LUT can provide a 16 x 

1-bit synchronous RAM. Furthermore, the two LUTs within a slice can be combined to create 

a 16 x 2-bit or 32 x 1-bit synchronous RAM, or a 16 x 1-bit dual-port synchronous RAM. The 

Virtex-E LUT can also provide a 16-bit shift register that is ideal for capturing high-speed or 

burst-mode data.  

The storage elements in the Virtex-E slice can be configured either as edge-triggered D-type 

flip-flops or as level-sensitive latches. The D inputs can be driven either by the function 

generators within the slice or directly from slice inputs, bypassing the function generators. In 

addition to Clock and Clock Enable signals, each slice has synchronous set and reset signals 

(SR and BY). SR forces a storage element into the initialization state specified for it in the 

configuration. 

 

Figure 13 Configurable Logic Blocks 
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Alternatively, these signals can be configured to operate asynchronously. All of the control 

signals are independently invertible, and are shared by the two flip-flops within the slice. 

Dedicated carry logic provides fast arithmetic carry capability for high-speed arithmetic 

functions. The Virtex-E CLB supports two separate carry chains, one per Slice. The height of 

the carry chains is two bits per CLB. The arithmetic logic includes an XOR gate that allows a 

2-bit full adder to be implemented within a slice. In addition, a dedicated AND gate improves 

the efficiency of multiplier implementation. The dedicated carry path can also be used to 

cascade function generators for implementing wide logic functions. 

 

2.5.3. Programmable Routing Matrix 

 

The VersaBlock shown on Figure 14 provides local routing resources providing three 

types of connections: 

• Interconnections among the LUTs, flip-flops, and GRM 

• Internal CLB feedback paths that provide high-speed connections to LUTs within the 

same CLB, chaining them together with minimal routing delay 

• Direct paths that provide high-speed connections between horizontally adjacent 

CLBs, eliminating the delay of the GRM. 

 

 

Figure 14 Local routing recources 
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Most Virtex-E signals are routed on the general purpose routing, and consequently, the 

majority of interconnect resources are associated with this level of the routing hierarchy. 

General-purpose routing resources are located in horizontal and vertical routing channels 

associated with the CLB rows and columns. 

Some classes of signal require dedicated routing resources to maximize performance. In the 

Virtex-E architecture, dedicated routing resources are provided for two classes of signal. 

• Horizontal routing resources are provided for on-chip 3-state busses. Four 

partitionable bus lines are provided per CLB row, permitting multiple busses within a 

row, as shown in Figure 15. 

• Two dedicated nets per CLB propagate carry signals vertically to the adjacent CLB. 

Global Clock Distribution Network 

• DLL Location 

 

 

Figure 15 BUFT Connections to Dedicated Horizontal Bus Lines 

 

Clock Routing resources distribute clock signals and other signals with very high fan-out 

throughout devices. Virtex-E devices include two tiers of clock routing resources referred to 

as global and local clock routing resources. The global routing resources are four dedicated 

global nets with dedicated input pins that are designed to distribute high-fanout clock signals 

with minimal skew. Each global clock net can drive all CLB, IOB, and block RAM clock 

pins. The global nets can be driven only by global buffers. There are four global buffers, one 

for each global net. The local clock routing resources consist of 24 backbone lines, 12 across 

the top of the chip and 12 across bottom. From these lines, up to 12 unique signals per column 

can be distributed via the 12 long lines in the column. These local resources are more flexible 
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than the global resources since they are not restricted to routing only to clock pins. General-

purpose routing resources are located in horizontal and vertical routing channels associated 

with the CLB rows and columns.  

 

2.5.4. Xilinx ISE Webpack 

 

Xilinx FPGA is supported by ISE Webpack software to provide capabilities of design, 

simulate and implement projects to FPGA. ISE controls all aspects of the design flow. 

Through the Project Navigator interface, there is access to all of the design entry and design 

implementation tools. Also the files and documents associated with the project can be easily 

accessed with Project Navigator. The Project Navigator Interface is divided into four main 

subwindows. The Sources window hierarchically displays the elements included in the 

project. Beneath the Sources window is the Processes window, which displays available 

processes for the currently selected source. The third window is the Transcript window which 

displays status messages, errors, and warnings. The fourth window is a multi-document 

interface window referred to as the workspace. It enables to view html reports, ASCII text 

files, schematics, and simulation waveforms. ISE simulator allows for simulation the 

operation of the designed circuits or written lines of code. The behavioral simulation flow 

requires design files, a test bench file, and Xilinx simulation libraries. Design files in VHDL, 

Verilog or schematic way are required for simulation purposes in completed form. A test 

bench file is required to provide stimulus to the design and Xilinx simulation libraries are 

required when a Xilinx primitive or IP core is instantiated in the design. 

 

 

2.6  Fifo Memory 

 

First-in, first-out (FIFO) modules are used in buffering applications between devices that 

operate at different speeds or when data must be stored temporarily for further processing. 

Typically, this type of buffering is used to increase bandwidth and to prevent data loss during 

transmissions. As the term FIFO implies, data is released from the buffer in the order of its 
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arrival. A FIFO memory can read with one clock and write with another simultaneously. Flow 

control capabilities generate full and empty signals so that the input does not overwrite the 

contents of the buffer. FIFO memories with independent write and read clocks require 

interface signals in both clock domains. When using independent clock signals, the FIFO 

memory handles all synchronization requirements. FIFO Full and Empty flags must be used 

to guarantee proper behavior of the block. 

 

Figure 16 FIFO Memory 

All signals are synchronous to a specific clock, with the exception of RST, which performs an 

asynchronous reset of the entire FIFO. For write operations, the write enable signal (WR_EN) 

and data input (DIN) are synchronous to WR_CLK. For read operations, the read enable 

(RD_EN) and data output (DOUT) are synchronous to RD_CLK. All status outputs are 

synchronous to their respective clock domains and can only be used in that clock domain. The 

performance of the FIFO can be measured by independently constraining the clock period for 

the WR_CLK and RD_CLK input signals. The interface signals are evaluated on their rising 

clock edge (WR_CLK and RD_CLK). 
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Tabel 1 Write Interface Signals for FIFOs with Independent Clocks 

Name Direction Description 

RST INPUT 

An asynchronous reset signal that 

initializes all internal pointers and output 

registers. 

WR_CLK INPUT 
Write Clock: All signals on the write domain are 

synchronous to this clock. 

DIN[N:0] INPUT 
Data Input: The input data bus used when 

writing the FIFO. 

WR_EN INPUT 

Write Enable: If the FIFO is not full, asserting this 

signal causes data (on DIN) to be written to the 

FIFO. 

FULL OUTPUT 

Full Flag: When asserted, this signal indicates 

that the FIFO is full. Write requests are ignored 

when the FIFO is full, initiating a write when the 

FIFO is full is non-destructive to the contents of 

the FIFO. 

WR_ACK OUTPUT 

Write Acknowledge: This signal indicates that a 

write request (WR_EN) during the prior clock 

cycle succeeded. 

 

Table 1 describes all signals associated with the write interface. The FIFO Memory is 

designed to support an independent read clock (RD_CLK) and write clock (WR_CLK). There 

is no required relationship between RD_CLK and WR_CLK with regard to frequency or 

phase. When write enable is asserted and the FIFO is not full, data is added to the FIFO from 

the input bus (DIN) and write acknowledge (WR_ACK) is asserted. If the FIFO is 

continuously written to without being read, it fills with data. Write operations are only 

successful when the FIFO is not full. When the FIFO is full and a write is initiated, the 

request is ignored, the overflow flag is asserted and there is no change in the state of the 

FIFO. 
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Tabel 2 Read Interface Signals for FIFOs with Independent Clocks 

Name Direction Description 

RD_CLK INPUT 
Read Clock: All signals on the read domain are 

synchronous to this clock. 

DOUT[7:0] OUTPUT 
Data Output: The output data bus is driven when 

reading the FIFO. 

RD_EN INPUT 

Read Enable: If the FIFO is not empty, asserting this 

signal causes data to be read from the FIFO (output 

on DOUT). 

EMPTY OUTPUT 

Empty Flag: When asserted, this signal indicates that 

the FIFO is empty. Read requests are ignored when 

the FIFO is empty, initiating a read while empty is 

non-destructive to the FIFO. 

VALID OUTPUT 
Valid: This signal indicates that valid data is 

available on the output bus (DOUT). 

 

Table 2 describes all signals associated the with read interface. 

 

 

Figure 17 Write Operation for a FIFO 

Figure 17 shows a typical write operation. Once the WR_EN signal is asserted, causes a write 

operation to occur on the next rising edge of the WR_CLK. Since the FIFO is not full, a 

WR_ACK is asserted, acknowledging a successful write operation. When only one additional 

word can be written into the FIFO, one additional write causes the FIFO to assert FULL. 

When a write occurs after FULL flag is asserted, WR_ACK is deasserted and OVERFLOW is 

asserted, indicating an overflow condition. After one or more read operations performed, the 

FIFO deasserts FULL, and data can successfully be written into the FIFO, as is indicated by 

the assertion of WR_ACK and deassertion of OVERFLOW. 

When read enable is asserted and the FIFO is not empty, data is read from the FIFO on the 

output bus (DOUT), and the valid flag (VALID) is asserted. If the FIFO is continuously read 
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without being written, the FIFO empties. Read operations are successful when the FIFO is not 

empty. When the FIFO is empty and a read is requested, the read operation is ignored, the 

underflow flag is asserted and there is no change in the state of the FIFO. 

 

 

Figure 18 Standard Read Operation for a FIFO 

Figure 18 shows a standard read access. When at least one word is written into the FIFO, 

EMPTY is deasserted indicating data is available to be read. The high RD_EN signal causes 

read operation to occur on the next rising edge of RD_CLK. The FIFO outputs the next 

available word on DOUT and asserts VALID, indicating a successful read operation. When 

the last data word is read from the FIFO, the FIFO asserts the EMPTY signal. If RD_EN is 

asserted while FIFO is empty, the read request is ignored. Once the write operation is 

performed, the FIFO deasserts EMPTY and valid read operations can be resumed, as 

indicated by the assertion of VALID. 

 

2.7 Optical Transceiver 

 

In Visible Light Communication Systems, a light source forms the carrier and must be 

modulated to transmit information. Virtually all present optical communications systems 

modulate the intensity of the light source. Usually the transmitter simply turns the light source 

on and off. There is a wide variety of light emitters that can be used for visible light 

communication. The communications system depends much more on the type of light source 

used than on the light detector. The choice of light source (LEDs) should be based on the type 

of information that needs to be transmitted and the distance covered to reach the optical 
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receiver. Within emitter circuit, the light source is modulated to transmit information. The 

modulation rate determines the maximum rate information can be transmitted. 

To decode the information from the light pulses, some type of light detector must be 

employed. The detector's job is to convert the light signals, collected at the receiver, into 

electrical signals. The electrical signals produced by the detector's optical energy to electrical 

energy conversion are much easier to demodulate than pure light signals. Although light is a 

form of energy, it is the intensity or power of the light that determines its strength. Therefore, 

the real job of the light detector is to convert light power into electrical power, independent of 

the energy of the transmitted light pulses. Many kinds of light detectors, such as a "photo 

transistor", "photo cells" and "photo resistors" exists, however there are only a few devices 

that are practical for visible light communication. Those are photodiodes that has the speed, 

sensitivity and low cost to be a practical detector. Figure 19 illustrates the optical transceiver 

main block. 

 

Figure 19 Optical Transceiver 

Serial data is driven to the input of the optical transceiver and modulated into light signals. 

LEDs are used to send data encoded in the light. Photodiodes are used to receive the light 

signals. Within the optical transceiver the received data is encoded and provided to the output 

in the serial format. 
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2.8 Final Comments 

 

This chapter describes architecture of the Visible Light Communication System. There 

were presented all devices used in the system conception. Special attention was devoted to 

electronic elements implemented within USB Digital Interface.  General architecture and 

capabilities of USB board and reconfigurable electronics were described. The main 

characteristics of the USB and I
2
C protocols implemented into design were briefly described. 

Finally light detectors and emitters for the system design were considered and the design of 

the Optical Transceiver was briefly presented.  
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3. USB Digital Interface Programming 

 

 

 

 

3.1. EZ – USB Programming 

 

Implementing peripheral solutions for a bus standard such as USB is challenging. 

Peripheral devices must be responsive to external variables. For USB, these variables include 

functionality with various host platforms, various releases of the host's operating system, and 

a continual evolution of peripheral device classes. A good way to accommodate USB 

development changes is to create USB controller chip that operates soft. That is, from code 

downloaded from the host computer into one on-chip RAM, rather than using the traditional 

ROM approach. On the surface it seems an easy matter to download code over the USB and 

then execute the code to function as a USB peripheral device (see Figure 20). However, the 

USB specifications allow a device to enumerate only once, so there is an inherent conflict 

between the device that downloads code and the resultant device that executes the custom 

application. The objective is a soft, single-chip USB peripheral solution. One side of the 

device receives and sends USB traffic, while the other side interfaces to the device’s 
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peripheral circuitry. Program code and data are stored in volatile RAM, which is downloaded 

from the host via the USB channel. 

 

Figure 20 Final USB Device 

 

3.1.1. Tokens and PIDs 

 

A USB transaction consists of data packets identified by special codes called Packet 

IDs or PIDs. A PID identifies the kind of packet being transmitted. The following discussion 

presents and describes the most important of these registers. Table 3 consists of PID types and 

PID names. The USB protocol has four different packet types. Token packets indicate the 

type of transaction to follow, data packets contain the payload, handshake are used for 

acknowledging data or reporting errors and start of frame packets indicate the start of a new 

frame. There are three token packets 

• In – Informs the USB device that the host wishes to read information. 

• Out – Informs the USB device that host wishes to sent information. 

• Setup – Used to begin control transfer. 

Data packets consist of two packets that each one is capable of transmitting up to 1024 bytes 

of data (maximum data payload size is different for low-speed, full-speed and high-speed 

devices):  

 • Data0 

 • Data1 

There are three handshake PIDs: ACK, NAK, and STALL. ACK means that the data was 

received errors, NAK means that the data was not sent correctly, and STALL means that some 
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errors occurred. SETUP tokens are unique to Control transfers. They preface eight bytes of 

data from which the peripheral decodes host Device Requests. 

 

Table 3 PIDs Types and names 

PID Type PID Name 

Token IN, OUT, SETUP 

Data DATA0, DATA1 

Handshake ACK, NAK, STALL 

SOF  

 

 

 

Figure 21 USB Packets 

Figure 21 illustrates a USB transfer. Packet 1 is an OUT token, indicated by the OUT PID. 

The OUT token identifies data from the host about to be transmitted over the bus. Packet 2 

contains data, as indicated by the DATA1 PID. Packet 3 is a handshake packet, sent by the 

device using the ACK PID to acknowledge the reception of data without errors. A second 

transaction begins with another OUT token, followed by more data, this time using the 

DATA0 PID. Finally, the device again indicates success by transmitting the ACK PID in a 

handshake packet. To avoid situation, when the handshake packet is incorrectly regarded as a 

data packet and therefore included in transmission, USB uses two DATA PIDs (DATA0 and 

DATA1). The host and the device maintain a data toggle bit, which is toggled between data 

packet transfers. The state of this internal toggle bit is compared with the PID that arrives with 

the data, either DATA0 or DATA1. When sending data, the host or device sends alternating 

DATA0-DATA1 PIDs. By comparing the Data PID with the state of the internal toggle bit, 

the host or device can detect a corrupted handshake packet.  
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3.1.2. USB Internal Registers 

 

The USB internal registers are presented in the following tables. The register name, 

functional description and the address in the EZ-USB memory is described in each table. The 

first line shows the bit positions in the registers. The second line shows the names of each bit 

in the register. The last lines present the read or the write operation and the default value after 

powering up the device. 

Table 4 SUDPTRH Setup Data Pointer High  7FD4 

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0 

A15 A14 A13 A12 A11 A10 A9 A8 

R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W 

x x x x x x x x 

 

Table 5 SUDPTRL Setup Data Pointer Low 7FD5 

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0 

A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A1 

R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W 

x x x x x x x x 

 
Table 6 USBCS USB Control and Status 7FD6 

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0 

WAKESRC - - - DISCON DISCOE RENUM SIGRSUME 

R/W R R R R/W R/W R/W R/W 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

 
Table 7 FNADDR Function Address 7FDB 

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0 

0 FA6 FA5 FA4 FA3 FA2 FA1 FA0 

R R R R R R R R 

x x x x x x x x 
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The SUDPTR registers should be loaded in HIGH/LOW order. When the EZ-USB chip 

receives a “Get_Descriptor” request on endpoint zero, it can instruct the EZ-USB core to 

handle the multi-packet IN transfer by loading these registers with the address of an internal 

table containing the descriptor data. The descriptor data tables may be placed in internal 

program/data RAM or in unused Endpoint 0-7 RAM. Any host request that uses the EZ-USB 

Setup Data Pointer to transfer IN data must indicate the number of bytes to transfer in SETUP 

packet.  

The USBCS registers are used to detect the beginning of the transaction and its termination. 

These registers also control which entity, the SIE or the 8051 handles USB device requests. 

FNADDR registers is used during the USB enumeration process. The host sends a device a 

unique 7-bit address, which the EZ-USB SIE copies into function register.  

 

3.1.3. The Basic USB Interface 

 

Inside every USB peripheral is a Serial Interface Engine as shown on Figure 20. Serial 

data enters and leaves the SIE, and parallel bytes are delivered to, and accepted from, the 

peripheral. Figure 22 provides a simple example of what the SIE does. USB traffic is shown 

at the top of the illustration, with time traveling from left to right. This USB transaction 

represents a USB bulk data transfer. A USB transaction consists of data packets identified by 

special codes called Packet IDs (PIDS). The bulk transfer uses four PID types: OUT, DATA0, 

DATA1, and ACK. The first packet is an OUT token, announcing that the host is about to 

send data to the peripheral. (USB direction is hostcentric, OUT means host-to-device.) The 

second packet contains the DATA1 PID followed by a block of bytes labeled “Payload Data”. 

The device indicates successful receipt of the data by sending the ACK PID in the third, 

handshake packet. The host then sends another OUT token, this time using the DATA0 PID, 

followed by more data and the device’s ACK. 
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Figure 22 A USB Bulk Transfer 

The two data PIDS, DATA0 and DATA1 provide data security beyond CRC checking to 

guard against corrupted handshakes and to maintain synchronism throughout long bulk 

transfers as discussed before. All if these data transfers operation are handled automatically 

by the SIE. 

 

3.1.4. USB Control Transfers 

 

Figure 23 illustrates a more complex USB operation: the SIE helps to process USB 

protocol information. The protocol layer responds to standard USB requests. The protocol 

layer can be implemented with logic devices or with the aid of a CPU. Figure 23 shows a 

USB transaction called a CONTROL transfer. CONTROL transfers consist of two or three 

stages, SETUP, STATUS, and an optional DATA stage. This example uses a DATA stage. 

The “Intelligence” block first decodes the host request using the eight Setup Data bytes from 

the SIE. In this example, the host has requested data from the peripheral. The “Intelligence” 

block decodes the request from the eight SETUP bytes, retrieves the requested data from 

internal memory, constructs packets of the proper size, and sends them back through the SIE 
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for USB transmission. After the data has been transferred, the “Intelligence” block commands 

the SIE to ACK the STATUS phase to conclude the CONTROL transfer.  

When first attached to USB, a device answers a series of host requests through a process 

called “enumeration”. During enumeration, the device tells the host about its capabilities and 

requirements. The CONTROL transfer shown in Figure 23 is typical example of the USB 

traffic during enumeration. In a soft controller, the RAM which holds the program code, 

powers on in an unknown state so the on-chip CPU is not available to perform the 

“Intelligence” function described above. Therefore, the SIE must be enhanced to handle 

enumeration without using the CPU. 

 

Figure 23 A USB CONTROL Transfer 

 

The intelligence to fully enumerate as a USB device can be incorporated into the SIE logic. 

This “Enhanced SIE” contains hard-coded descriptor tables to identify it as a “Generic” 

device. These descriptors instruct the operating system to load the correct driver to operate the 

device. For the soft application, it is not enough just to enumerate. The Enhanced SIE must 
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also download code into on-chip RAM for operation as the final USB device. The Enhanced 

SIE accomplishes this by decoding a vendor-specific request that downloads code into 

internal RAM. This request is handled over endpoint zero, the default control endpoint. Once 

the code is loaded and the CPU is brought out of reset, the final USB device is operational. 

Now the CPU is in charge. The CPU handles the USB device requests that were initially 

fielded by the enhanced SIE. Because the CPU has access to the added SIE intelligence, the 

firmware is simplified. In effect, the enhanced SIE becomes a high-level engine for USB 

requests. 

 

3.1.5. The Renumeration Process 

 

USB allows a device to enumerate only once. The enumeration configures the soft USB 

controller as a loader, capable of downloading the final device personality into internal RAM. 

But once the RAM is loaded with the descriptors and code that define the final device, it is too 

late to connect to USB as the final device. The device needs to enumerate a second time, or 

ReNumerate. When the final device driver loads, the device contains all firmware and 

descriptors, and our soft controller is in business. A USB device detects a highspeed device by 

the presence of a 1500 Ω pull-up resistor connected to the D+ line.This situation is illustrated 

on Figure 24. (The hub has a 15-kΩ pull-down to keep the line low when nothing is 

connected.) Under control of a CPU register bit, the DISCON# pin either drives to the 3.3 V 

rail or floats. 

  

Figure 24 Highspeed Device Detection 
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This emulates a physical disconnect and reconnect while maintaining power to the device. 

Once reconnected, the USB device enumerates using the downloaded code and descriptors. 

The entire enumerate-ReNumerate process happens in less than a second. 

 

3.2. I
2
C Registers 

 

Within the EZ-USB board data is delivered to the I
2
C interface on output for further 

communication stages. The EZ-USB handles all data conversion to I
2
C format. EZ-USB CPU 

uses the two registers to conduct I
2
C transfers. The data is transferred to and from the I

2
C bus 

by writing and reading the I2DAT register. The I2CS register controls I
2
C transfers and 

reports various status conditions. The three control bits are START, STOP, and LASTRD. 

The remaining bits are status bits. Writing to a status bit has no effect. 

 

Table 8 I2CS I
2
C Control and Status 7FA5 

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0 

START STOP LASTRD IDI ID0 BERR ACK DONE 

 

Table 9 I2CDAT I
2
C Data 7FA6 

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

 

The EZ-USB CPU sets the START bit to 1 to prepare an I
2
C bus transfer. If START=1, the 

next 8051 load to I2DAT will generate the start condition followed by the serialized byte of 

data in I2DAT. The EZ-USB loads byte data into I2DAT after setting the START bit. 

STOP=1 is set to terminate an I
2
C bus transfer. To read data over the I

2
C bus, an I

2
C master 

floats the SDA line and issues clock pulses on the SCL line. After every eight bits, the master 

drives SDA low for one clock to indicate ACK. To signal the last byte of the read transfer, the 

master floats SDA at ACK time to instruct the slave to stop sending.  
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The ID1,ID0 bits are set by the boot loader to indicate whether an 8-bit address or 16-bit 

address EEPROM was detected at power-on. 

The BERR bit indicates an I
2
C bus error. 

Every ninth SCL or a write transfer the slave indicates reception of the byte by asserting ACK 

bit. 

The I
2
C controller sets DONE bit whenever it completes a byte transfer, right after the ACK 

stage. 

 

3.2.1. Control Bits 

 

To read data over the I
2
C bus, an I

2
C master floats the SDA line and issues clock 

pulses on the SCL line. After every eight bits, the master drives SDA low for one clock to 

indicate ACK. To signal the last byte of the read transfer, the master floats SDA at ACK time 

to instruct the slave to stop sending. This is controlled by the 8051 by setting LASTRD=1 

before reading the last byte of a read transfer. The I
2
C controller clears the LASTRD bit at the 

end of the transfer (at ACK time). 

After a byte transfer the EZ-USB controller updates the three status bits BERR, ACK, 

and DONE. If no STOP condition was transmitted, they are updated at ACK time. If a STOP 

condition was transmitted they are updated after the STOP condition is transmitted. 

The I
2
C controller sets this bit whenever it completes a byte transfer, right after the 

ACK stage. The controller also generates an I
2
C interrupt request (8051 INT3) when it sets 

the DONE bit. The I
2
C controller clears the DONE bit when the 8051 reads or writes the 

I2DAT register, and the I2C interrupt request bit whenever the 8051 reads or writes the I2CS 

or I2DAT register. 

Every ninth SCL of a write transfer, the slave indicates reception of the byte by 

asserting ACK. The EZ-USB controller floats SDA during this time, samples the SDA line, 

and updates the ACK bit with the complement of the detected value. ACK=1 indicates 

acknowledge, and ACK=0 indicates not-acknowledge. The EZ-USB core updates the ACK 

bit at the same time it sets DONE=1. The ACK bit should be ignored for read transfers on the 

bus. 
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This bit indicates an I2C bus error. BERR=1 indicates that there was bus contention, which 

results when an outside device drives the bus LO when it should not, or when another bus 

master wins arbitration, taking control of the bus. BERR is cleared when the 8051 reads or 

writes the I2DAT register. 

 

3.2.2. Implementation 

 

When the EZ-USB board attached to the PC, the Windows creates an instance of the 

device driver in memory. In order to communicate with a device, there must be obtained a 

handle to that particular device’s driver instance. Devasys supplier provides on its website 

files, software and API (Application Programming Interface) guide that permit to obtain 

handles and drivers required by EZ-USB board to communicate with PC. The USB board API 

provides a set of ‘C’ functions for communication with peripheral devices. The API is 

implemented as a dynamically linked library file that must be installed on the PC. To 

communicate with the devices through the I
2
C interface, the API provides support for reading 

and writing from and to the I
2
C devices. There is no need to go into the details about I

2
C 

protocol since this API is implemented at a “transaction” level. It is enough to download and 

install the appropriate files obtained from Devasys website. The file consists of I2C_TRANS 

structure which must be declared for the correct I
2
C transactions. 

 “typedef struct _I2C_TRANS { 

BYTE byTransType; 

BYTE bySlvDevAddr; 

WORD wMemoryAddr; 

WORD wCount; 

BYTE Data[256]; 

} I2C_TRANS, *PI2C_TRANS;” 

There is a member variable for specifying the type of I
2
C transaction (byTransType). The 

value of byTransType can currently be set to one of the following enumerated values:  

• I2C_TRANS_NOADR  
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• I2C_TRANS_8ADR  

• I2C_TRANS_16ADR.  

• I2C_TRANS_NOADR_NS. 

 

The EZ-USB board uses the I2C_TRANS_8ADR since the peripherals in the system are 

considered as devices with 8 bit addresses. The member variable "bySlvDevAddr" is used for 

specifying the value of the "Control Byte" for the I
2
C transaction. The control byte of an I

2
C 

transaction contains several bit fields. These fields are used to identify the specific device for 

the transactions (bits 7-1), and whether the transaction is a read or write operation (bit 0). The 

value of the read/write bit is automatically set or cleared by the API software as required to 

perform the specified transaction. The device address is specified by setting/clearing bits 7 

through 1. 

The member variable "wMemoryAddr" is used for specifying the value of the memory 

address within the device. When either I2C_TRANS_8ADR or I2C_TRANS_16ADR is 

specified, wMemoryAddr is used to specify the 8 or 16 bit extended memory address for the 

transaction. In other cases the member variable wMemoryAddr is unused. 

The member variable "wCount" specifies the number of bytes to be read or written during the 

transaction.  

The member variable "Data" is a 256 byte buffer, which stores the read/write data for the 

transaction. When performing an I
2
C write transaction, the data to be written is placed in the 

Data array (by the user application) before performing the write transaction. For read 

transactions, the read data is placed in the Data array by Devasys software, and is available 

after performing the read transaction.  

The I
2
C transactions are executed by calling one of two functions, DAPI_ReadI2c() or 

DAPI_WriteI2c(). These functions require two parameters, a handle to the USB board which 

will execute the transaction, and a pointer to the I2C_TRANS structure instance. 
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3.3. Configuration of Virtex–E FPGA 

 

Xilinx FPGA is configured by loading configuration data into the internal memory. 

Virtex-E FPGA owns special pins called dedicated pins that are used for the configuration 

process. The following are the dedicated pins: 

• Mode pins (M0, M1,M2); 

• Configuration clock pin (CCLK) 

• PROGRAM pin 

• DONE pin 

• Boundary Scan pins (TDI, TDO, TMS, TCK); 

There are different configuration modes that reconfigurable electronics supports. Depending 

on mode pins the Virtex-E device can be configured according to four configuration modes: 

• Slave-serial mode 

• Master-serial mode 

• SelectMAP mode 

• Boundary Scan mode (JTAG) 

Configuration through the Boundary Scan port is always available, independent of the mode 

selection. JTAG configuration turns off the other modes and it is done through the IEEE 

1149.1 Test Access Port. Configuration through the TAP uses the CFG_IN instruction. This 

instruction allows data input on TDI to be converted into data packets for the internal 

configuration bus. For Virtex-E FPGA, configuration is three-phase process. First, the 

configuration memory is cleared. Next, configuration data is loaded into the memory, and 

finally, the logic is activated by a start-up process. Configuration is automatically initiated on 

power-up. The JTAG configuration mode is most convenient for system design as it does not 

require any additional hardware in the system. Moreover Xilinx software provides an easy 

way to configure FPGA device by connecting it to the PC with JTAG cable. 

 

3.3.1 Test Access Port 

 

The Virtex family is fully compliant with the IEEE Standard 1149.1 Test Access Port and 

Boundary-Scan architecture. The architecture includes all mandatory elements defined in the 
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IEEE 1149.1 Standard. These elements include the TAP, the TAP controller, the instruction 

register, the instruction decoder, the Boundary-Scan register, and the bypass register. The 

Virtex family also supports some optional instructions – the 32-bit identification register and a 

configuration register in full compliance with the standard.  

Table 10 Dedicated Pins 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

TDI Test Data In 

TDO Test Data Out 

TMS Test Mode Select 

TCK Test Clock 

 

The Virtex TAP contains four mandatory dedicated pins as specified by the protocol (Table 9) 

three input pins and one output pin control the IEEE 1149.1 Boundary-Scan TAP controller. 

Mandatory TAP pins are as follows: 

•TMS - The sequence of states through the TAP controller is determined by the state of the 

TMS pin on the rising edge of TCK. TMS has an internal resistive pull-up to provide a logic 

High if the pin is not driven. 

• TCK - This pin is the JTAG test clock. It sequences the TAP controller and the JTAG 

registers in the Virtex devices. 

• TDI - This pin is the serial input to all JTAG instruction and data registers. The state of the 

TAP controller and the current instruction held in the instruction register determine which 

register is fed by the TDI pin for a specific operation. TDI has an internal resistive pull-up to 

provide a logic High to the system if the pin is not driven. TDI is applied into the JTAG 

registers on the rising edge of TCK. 

• TDO - This pin is the serial output for all JTAG instruction and data registers. The state of 

the TAP controller and the current instruction held in the instruction register determine which 

register (instruction or data) feeds TDO for a specific operation. TDO changes state on the 

falling edge of TCK and is active only during the shifting of instructions or data through the 

device. This pin is placed in a 3-state condition at all other times. 

TAP controller is a 16-state finite state machine. The four TAP pins control how the data is 

scanned into the various registers. The state of the TMS pin at the rising edge of the TCK 
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determines the sequence of state transitions. There are two main sequences, one for shifting 

data into the data register and the other for shifting an instruction into the instruction register. 

 

3.3.2 Boundary Scan Architecture and Registers 
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Figure 25 Boundary Scan Logic 

Virtex devices have several registers including all registers required by the IEEE 1149.1. In 

addition to the standard registers, the family contains optional registers for simplified testing 

and verification (Table 11). The test primary data register is the Boundary-Scan register. The 

Boundary-Scan operation is independent of individual input/output block (IOB) 

configurations. Each IOB, bonded or unbonded, starts out as bidirectional with 3-state control.  
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Table 11 Boundary Scan Registers 

Register Name 
Register 

Length 
Description 

Instruction register 5 bits Holds current instruction OPCODE and 

captures internal device status 

Boundary-Scan register 3 bits per I/O Controls and observes input, output, and 

output enable 

Bypass register 1 bit Device bypass 

Identification register 32 bits Captures device ID 

JTAG configuration 

register 

32 bits Allows access to the configuration bus when 

using the CFG_IN or CFG_OUT instructions 

USERCODE register 32 bits Captures user-programmable code 

Later, it can be configured to be an input, output, or 3-state only. Therefore, three data register 

bits are provided per IOB. When conducting a data register (DR) operation, the DR captures 

data in a parallel fashion during the CAPTURE-DR state. The data is then shifted out and 

replaced by new data during the SHIFT-DR 

state. For each bit of the DR, an update latch is 

used to hold the input data stable during the 

next SHIFT-DR state. The data is then latched 

during UPDATE-DR state when the TCK is 

Low. 

The input is first, followed by the output and 

finally the 3-state IOB control. The 3-state IOB 

control is closest to the TDO. The input-only 

pins contribute only the input bit to the 

Boundary-Scan I/O data register. The bit 

sequence of the device is obtainable from the 

“Boundary-Scan Description Language Files” 

(BSDL files) for the Virtex family. These files 

can be obtained from the Xilinx software 

download area. The bit sequence is invariant of 

the design. It always has the same bit order and 

the same number of bits. 

 

Figure 26 FPGA Programming, File Creation 

and Storage Flow 
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The other standard data register is the single flip-flop BYPASS register. It directly passes data 

serially from the TDI pin to the TDO pin during a bypass instruction. This register is 

initialized to zero when the TAP controller is in the UPDATE-DR state. 

The instruction register is a 5-bit register that loads the OPCODE necessary for the Virtex 

Boundary-Scan instruction set. This register loads the current OPCODE and captures internal 

device status. Figure 26 presents FPGA programming, file creation and storage flow. As the 

flow illustrates after designing circuits the files must be converted. The iMPACT software 

tool, included with Xilinx ISE, automatically converts programming files into XSVF format. 

This conversion is required by FPGA. 

 

3.4. Final Comments 

 

In this chapter there were presented methods of configuring the devices used in the 

Visible Light Communication System. The main registers for the USB board and the FPGA 

were described to illustrate general operation of these devices during configuration process 

from a hardware point of view. Software procedures used to remotely access and configure 

these devices were also discussed. 
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FPGA Design 

 

 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter considers the designed schematic circuits for the FPGA and the 

simulations of those circuits. Broadly, the design within the FPGA can be divided to three 

stages: 1) adapting the I
2
C protocol for FIFO Memory operation; 2) slowing down the data 

within the FIFO and finally; 2) converting the data from parallel to serial format.  These 

stages are generally represented in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27 USB Digital Interface 
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The four main blocks shown on Figure 28 compose the complete transmitter design to 

implement within a FPGA. Each of the presented blocks performs a different function. The 

I
2
C Detection block is responsible for serial to parallel conversion. Within this block all 

special conditions that can occur on the I
2
C Bus are recognized and data is retrieved for later 

processing. The Control Block manages the operation of the FIFO Memory. It enables and 

disables write or read modes depending on data received and transferred. It also performs the 

master clear for FIFO Memory (which can not appear unless all data received is passed for the 

next block). These two blocks compose the Serial to Parallel Interface designed within the 

FPGA. First-In-First-Out Memory is used to slow down data transfers according to optical 

transceiver demands. Empty and Full flags are used to provide information for optical 

transceiver whether the system is ready to send or to receive data. The last block transforms 

data to serial form again so it could be transmitted in the following part of the visible light 

communication system. The following section will describe in full detail the operation of each 

of these blocks. 

 

Figure 28 Block Diagram for the Implemented System 

 

4.2. I
2
C Detection block 

 

According to the I
2
C protocol specifications, data transfers begin with a start bit and 

end with a stop bit. The master device is responsible for the initialization and termination 

procedures hence the I
2
C detection block must recognize these two unique states of the I

2
C 

bus. Data is transferred in sequences of 8 bits. These bits are placed on the SDA line starting 

with the MSB. For every 8 bits transferred, the receiver device sends back an acknowledge 

bit, so there are 9 SCL clock pulses to transfer each 8-bit byte of data (See section 2.4.3). The 
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first byte of data, just after START condition, includes 7 bits with the address of the device 

that the master wants to communicate with, followed by an eighth bit which is a data direction 

bit (R/W). The data direction bit decides whether the master writes or reads data from the 

slave device. This first byte of information must be taken under special consideration as it is 

crucial for a system operation. Paragraph illustrates the internal structure of I
2
C detection 

block in Figure 29.  The counter and a comparator blocks are implemented to ensure the 

identification of slave address and the R/W bit. Before identifying these bits, data is converted 

with a 8-bit serial-in parallel-out shift register. In that way data can be adapted for other 

elements in the system.  

 

Figure 29 I
2
C Detection Block 

 

4.2.1. Start and Stop Bit Detection Block 

 

Figure 30 depicts the internal circuitry of the start-stop detection circuit. The Start and 

Stop bit detection block distinguishes the I
2
C Start and Stop conditions. Just after powering 

up the FPGA, flip-flops are enabled and ready to operate. Signals on the D inputs of both flip-

flops are driven high. The remaining input signals determine the outputs of the flip-flops. One 

of the flip-flops recognizes the Start bit condition and other one the Stop bit condition. The 
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high signal on the Q output of the A flip-flop appears when appropriate configuration of input 

signals is identified.  

 

Figure 30 Start and Stop bit detection circuit 

Figure 31 illustrates a Start condition on I
2
C bus lines and an adequate configuration of 

signals being recognized by the A-flip-flop. The signals of SDA and SCL lines are inverted 

and joint properly to clock and clear input signals of the A flip-flop. This results in the 

detection of the Start bit on I
2
C bus. The other flip-flop implements Stop bit detection. There 

is only one slight difference in comparison to the A flip-flop. SDA signal joints directly with 

clock signal of B flip-flop without using the inverter between these two elements. The Stop 

condition detection is illustrated in Figure 32. Output signals from both D flip-flops are linked 

to RS flip-flop.  

 

 

 

Figure 31 Start condition on I
2
C Bus and D flip-flop 
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Figure 32 Stop condition on I
2
C Bus and D flip-flop 

 

The simulation results presented on Figure 33 illustrates the correct operation of Start and 

Stop bits detection circuit. Start and stop bits appear according to Start and Stop conditions on 

I
2
C bus. CLEAR signal clears all flip-flops before any data transfer take place. When a 

START bit is recognized, activates the system which sets the SET signal high. Data is 

transferred as long as Stop condition is not detected. The STOP bit may appear both at the end 

and or in the middle of a transaction, since the master may abort transfers. Terminated 

transfers must be identified. The RESET signal goes high while a low state of the SET signal 

disables operation of the system. 

 

 

Figure 33 Waveforms for start and stop bits detection circuit 
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4.2.2. Counter Block 

 

Figure 34 depicts the implemented counter block. The counter block is responsible for 

calculating the number of the bits of every byte transferred into the FPGA. This is an essential 

issue in the following stages of data processing. Although the transmitter sends data in 

sequences of 8 bits, acknowledge bits are sent by receiver after each byte of data is 

transmitted. Therefore, the counter block considers only the first 8 bits of every byte for later 

conversion meanwhile reserving every ninth SCL clock pulse for ACK bit. Two 4-bit 

counters properly connected provide the counting operation of the bits from the first one to 

the ninth without any delays occurring in the system. The counters increment during low to 

high clock transition, the same as in a shift register. For this reason to clear the element and 

again, to resume counting, a single counter demands at least two clock pulses. As there is only 

one acknowledgement bit after every byte transferred into the I
2
C bus, the suspension and the 

mobilization of the counter block must take place during one SCL clock pulse. This means 

that individual counter element would delay the operation of the whole system. This is a huge 

waste of time when an unrestricted number of bytes per transfer is allowed. 
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Figure 34 Counter Block 
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Some optional elements would have to be added to establish synchronization between all 

elements. Two 4-bit counters correctly configured shown on Figure 34 permit to avoid these 

troubles. Alternate counting by those two elements allows for identifying the beginning of 

every byte transferred and also signalizes when ninth clock pulse after each byte occurs. 

When SET signal goes high the first 4-bit counter begins to count. The bits from the first one 

to the ninth only, are led to the outputs of the counting block. Figure 34 is simplified and 

illustrates only the bits eighth and ninth. In the schematic circuits all the bits from the first one 

to the ninth were utilized for the proper system operation. The ninth bit of first counter 

enables the second one which drives again the first nine bits to the outputs of the counting 

block. When second counter is enabled and starts to send bits towards the output, the first 

counter still calculates. Therefore it must be cleared during appropriate clock pulse so the next 

calculating could start in accordance to new byte transmitted. As mentioned before single 

counter requires two clock pulses to be cleared and to be ready for operation. For that 

assignment the eighth clock pulses of counter-B and Counter-A are utilized. The eight bit of 

the Counter-A clears Counter-B and the eight bit of the Counter-B clears Counter-A. There is 

enough time to clear counter and to resume operation just after ninth clock pulse occurs on the 

outputs of the neighboring element. This also means, that 4 bit counters do not begin a new 

cycle as they are cleared during their sixteenth clock pulse since, they started to count clock 

pulses. In that manner, the counting block signifies the beginning and the end of every byte 

transferred on the I
2
C bus. 

 

4.2.3. Comparator 

 

Another activity of the circuit is retrieving the address of device that the master is 

broadcasting to. Obviously the counting block is not enough to perform those actions, 

therefore other blocks must be implemented to the design. The comparator block identifies 

device address and R/W bit. It compares address sent by master with its own and 

distinguishes R/W bit. For simulation purposes, the address of the slave device is considered 

as an eight bit input of the comparator and is established manually. Within comparator block 

this address is compared with 7 bits from first byte of data after the START condition on the 
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SDA line. The comparator element provides an output signal high, immediately after the 

addresses agreed. On the eighth clock pulse two signals appear in the outputs of the 

comparator: the ADD_DET and the RW_OUT. The ADD_1 signal indicates if the addresses 

agreed whereas the RW_OUT determine the read or the write operation. However the every 

next byte of data is also checked whether it suits to the slave address or not. This is definitely 

not desired behaviour and can cause problems in the system operation. Therefore the RS flip-

flop, set by the START bit enables output of comparator and the ninth bit signal from the 

counting block disables it.  

 

Figure 35 Comparator Circuit 

The first byte of data is compared with slave address and next bytes are excluded of the 

comparing process unless a START condition appears again. The R/W bit is not a part of the 

device address, so it is only connected to output of the comparator block and it serves in later 

stages of the design. 
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4.2.4. Simulation of the I
2
C Detection Block  

 

According to Figure 29 (I
2
C detection block) the SCL line is distributed among devices 

that require clock signal for right operation including the counter blocks and the Shift 

Register. Data on the SDA line is passed forward to the Shift Register after the Start bit 

detected. The data on the input is loaded into the first bit of the shift register during the low to 

high clock transition and appears on the output. During subsequent low to high clock 

transitions data shifts to the next highest bit position as new data is loaded into. After eight 

clock pulses data is ready in parallel format to be transferred towards the buffer. The ninth bit 

driven by the counter block disables the shift register write operation. During the ninth clock 

pulse, the acknowledge bit is sent by slave to master to inform about correct operation and 

that is why the shift register must be disabled for this one clock pulse every each time when a 

byte of data is transmitted. The output signals from the comparator are led to the AND gates 

so they are available only after full comparison of the addresses. Otherwise those signals 

could indicate the agreement between the addresses after checking the only one bit from each 

of the addresses. 

The purpose of using a buffer on the outputs of the Shift Register is to transfer at one 

clock cycle a full byte of data in parallel format that is equivalent to the serial byte transferred 

by the master. The buffer element is enabled by the second counting block after its being set 

by the ADD_1 signal. When the ADD_1 indicates agreement between addresses, counting 

element enables the buffer with ninth clock pulse. Consequently the first byte of data after the 

Start bit is omitted in later data processing since the following circuits in the design do not 

require information included in the first byte of transfer. Consecutive bytes flow to output of 

the detection block during every eight clock pulse continuously until Stop condition is 

detected. 

The detection block waveforms are presented in Figure 33. This simulation illustrates the data 

transfer with Repeated Start condition after the second byte of data. During the first two clock 

pulses the devices within detection block are cleared. The transmission begins in the third 

clock pulse as the START signal indicates. The slave address is established the same as seven 

bits of the first data byte so the transaction could begin (only MSB asserted). The ADD_1 

signal informs that the slave address is appropriate and data can be written into the FPGA 
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according to the R/W bit signal during the eighth clock pulse. The first byte of transfer is 

ignored and not driven to the output of the block. The parallel format of data starting from 

second byte is available during every next eight clock pulses. That is the amount of clock 

pulses shift register requires to convert one byte of data to parallel format. A repeated START 

condition appears after the second byte of data is transferred. That means a new transaction of 

data. Again, the Start Bit shown on waveform as a START signal clears counter block and 

Shift Register elements and enables comparator. Within the comparator addresses are 

compared again and the ADD_1 signal retains the comparison results. The first byte 

containing information about address and transmission direction is ignored and only the next 

bytes are passed along. The waveforms illustrate also that the change of R/W bit during 

transactions does not affect operation of the system as the ADD_1 signal is disabled within 

comparator block just after first byte of data is sent. The bit8 and ACK signals appear 

according to the transfers on the I
2
C Bus. 

 

 

Figure 36 Waveforms for Detection Block 
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4.3. FIFO Memory 

 

FIFO memories with independent write and read clocks require that the interface 

signals are used only in their respective clock domains. For the independent clocks, FIFO 

handles all synchronization requirements. FIFO Full and Empty flags must be used to 

guarantee proper behavior of the block. Those signals are also used to inform the transceiver 

about the state of the FIFO element. Figure 37 shows the signals with respect to their clock 

domains. All signals are synchronous with a specific clock, with the exception of RST, which 

performs an asynchronous reset of the entire FIFO. For write operations, the write enable 

signal (WR_EN) and data input (DIN) are synchronous to WR_CLK. For read operations, the 

read enable (RD_EN) and data output (DOUT) are synchronous to RD_CLK. All status 

outputs are synchronous to their respective clock domains and can only be used in that clock 

domain. The performance of the FIFO can be measured by independently constraining the 

clock period for the WR_CLK and RD_CLK input signals. The interface signals are evaluated 

on their rising clock edge (WR_CLK and RD_CLK). 

 

 

Figure 37 FIFO Memory 
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4.4. Control Block 

 

The FIFO memory demands a collection of the appropriate signals for correct 

operation. These signals are controlled by control block. The major function of the control 

block is to administer the RD_EN and WR_EN signals as shown on Figure 38. 
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Figure 38 Control Block 

These signals determine whether data is written into memory and if it appears on outputs or 

not. Two conditions must be executed to enable FIFO for write operation. The Start bit must 

set the SET signal high and the appropriate information must be recognized in the first byte of 
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data transfer to provide correct configuration of ADD_1 and RW_1 bits. Then WR_EN signal 

is enabled and ensures write operation synchronous to WR_CLK. According to I
2
C Bus when 

Stop Condition appears, the WR_CLK is stopped. 

Parallel format of data delivered to FIFO inputs has no delays in relation to serial data. 

Therefore WR_EN signal does not require any special consideration regarding its termination. 

However FIFO requires some time to process data and to prepare it for outputs. For that 

reason, the RD_EN signal is adequately delayed. The data is not ready to be forwarded just 

after it is being written into FIFO. Data written into the write interface may take multiple 

clock cycles before it can be accessed on the read interface. For this particular design, the 

RD_EN is delayed five SCL clock pulses which is enough to guarantee correct operation of 

the FIFO. Another problem must be considered: the read clock domain is different from write 

clock domain. RD_EN signal can not be disabled in the same manner as WR_EN as such an 

action would result in not completing transfers and data being lost. Therefore to be sure that 

all bytes of data received are also transmitted two counters are implemented into the Control 

Block. The number of bytes written into FIFO memory and the number of bytes available on 

the outputs is counted and later compared within comparator element. Only when the number 

of bytes transmitted by FIFO is the same as the number of bytes received, the appropriate 

elements of the system are cleared and RD_EN signal disabled. 

  

4.5. Simulations 

 

The simulations ilustrated on Figures 39 and 40 represent data transfers from the I
2
C 

detection block to the FIFO Memory supported by control block. Both of these Figures 

illustrate transfers of the same data bytes, however they are presented separetly to provide 

more detailed analysis. There are three special condition on I
2
C bus lines: Start Bit, Repeated 

Start Bit and Stop Bit after the transmission of the third byte of data. The address of device 

appears in the S_ADD(7:0) bus. Acknowledgment of the correct addresses is brought by 

ADD_1 signal only when new transmission beggins and succesfully collected data is followed 

by acknowledge bits. Parallel format of the transformed data is available at the outputs of I
2
C 

detection block DIN_FIFO(7:0) and at the same time serves as input at the DIN port of FIFO 
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Memory. According to designed circuits and waveforms on Figure 39, at the DIN_FIFO bus 

appear only the desired bytes.  

 

Figure 39 Data Flow to FIFO Memory 1 

Figure 39 ilustrates appropriate operation of designed circuits. Despite only three bytes of 

data are transferred to FIFO, the ACK bit marks five bytes including bytes with device 

address. It is needed to inform master about number of bytes received including bytes holding 

the address of the slave.  

 

Figure 40 Data Flow from FIFO Memory 2 

The FIFO operates in two independant clock domains. The data on read port appears four 

times slower then on Write port. On following waveforms (Figure 39), the bytes registered on 

outputs of the Fifo memory are shown in more detailed form. DOUT_FIFO(7:0) bus presents 

the same bytes of data but with new clock domain according to read interface. Next two 
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important signals demonstrate the number of bytes provided to DIN port and number of bytes 

transmitted forward by FIFO Memory. After Stop condition, the value of  incoming bytes is 

constant untill all bytes are proccesed and transferred. When both signals BYTES_IN and 

BYTES_OUT equalize, transfer is terminated and the Control Block enables a clear signal. 

 

4.6. Parallel to Serial Block 

 

The major element in Parallel to Serial Block is the Shift Register that converts data 

from parallel to serial format. Although Figure 41 presents the architecture of the Shift 

Register for four first bits only, the process of converting data for next bits is exactly the 

same. On the output of the eighth flip-flop after eighth clock pulses the parallel byte of data is 

successfully converted to serial format. To write the data to the register, the WR_SH control 

line must be held LOW. To shift the data, the WR_SH control line is brought HIGH and the 

registers are clocked. After eight clock pulses data is available on output in serial format. 

 

Figure 41 Shift Register Internal Architecture 

Figure 42 illustrates the full architecture of the Parallel to Serial Block. Parallel format of data 

is delivered from FIFO Memory outputs. After detection of data, the circuit immediately 

drives the WR_SH line low so the data could be written during that one clock pulse to the 

Shift Register. During that clock pulse also the Counting Block is enabled. Eight clock pulses 

are required to convert data from parallel to serial format and to receive it on the output of the 

Shift Register. Therefore three RS flip-flops and one counting block are used. This circuit is 
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able to perform data conversion of parallel bytes with appropriate clock intervals. A new byte 

of data can not be accepted, unless a full byte of data is converted to the serial form. 

Nevertheless, the FIFO Memory as shown on Figure 40 is not able to provide data quicker.  

 

Figure 42 Parallel to Serial Block 

4.7. Complete System Design 

 

The complete architecture of the system is presented on Figure 43. The role of each 

block was described in the previous sections including all the signals that appear in the 

system. The waveforms on Figure 44 illustrate most relevant signals that exist in the design. 

Final data format occurs on the DOUT_SERIAL signal. Port DOUT_SERIAL drives serial 

data in accordance to read clock RD_CLK. Within the shift register the data is transformed 

again to serial form with a different clock domain. Sequences of the serial data bytes on the 
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I
2
C bus and the same data after processing by designed system can be compared with use of 

previous simulation shown on Figure 40. Second byte on I
2
C bus with two highest bits 

asserted is presented as a first on DOUT_SERIAL signal. Remaining bytes on 

DOUT_SERIAL also corresponds to those ones that are put on SDA line excluding address 

bytes. SET_CBLOCK signal indicates enabling the Parallel to Serial Shift Register. 

 

Figure 43 Complete System Design 

When the data appears on the outputs of the FIFO - DOUT_FIFO(7:0) - WR_SH line is 

pulled down and the data is written into Shift Register. During following eight RD_CLK 

pulses data is read unless a full byte of data is available on the output. The longer interruption 

in transmission between second and third byte is caused by Repeated Start Condition on I
2
C 

bus. 
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Figure 44 Data Flow for Designed System 

 

4.8. Final Comments 

 

Data processed by the FPGA is accessible for the optical transmitter. All elements 

were tested according to one configuration of clocks RD_CLK and WR_CLK. The designed 

system provides correct operation for other clock domains as well. Most significant circuits 

were described separately to clarify operation of the single elements. Described simulations 

contain major signals to be more legible. Presented waveforms and circuits concern data flow 

form master to FPGA. Write operation to master is not presented as elements used for those 

transactions are the same as for read operation in inverted sequence. So the waveforms do not 

contribute any additional conclusions. The designed system adapts the data from the I
2
C bus 

and transforms it in accordance to the suggested protocol. All the unique conditions for the 

I
2
C protocol were successfully recognized and taken under consideration during the system 

operation. 
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5. Conclusions 

 

 

 

5.1. Final comments 

 

The aim of the project was to design a system based on the visible light concepts of 

data communication. It was intended to develop an interface that ensures flow of data between 

the PC and the optical transceiver. Within the Digital Interface, the I
2
C protocol was 

implemented to provide internal communication among devices. The great advantage of this 

protocol is its simplicity. Two traces required for the I
2
C transfer and plain serial format of 

data transfer simplifies implementation to the design, both from the software and hardware 

point of view. Very often peripheral electronic devices contain a complete interface which 

requires only the generation of the interface from a software level. Such an example is the 

USB board used in this system. An FPGA was adequately programmed to adapt transfers on 

appropriate the ports. Several simulation tests were performed to demonstrate the correct 

operation of the proposed system. Simulations were performed using of Xilinx software 

Webpack. All major conditions specified by protocol were taken under consideration. 

Operation of the receiving and sending the data bytes was presented. These tests indicate that 

the proposed design operates in accordance to the system specifications. The next level of the 

design concerned implementation of the hardware necessary for Visible Light 

Communication. Although USB board was ready made by Devasys supplier, the PCB 
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containing the FPGA had to be designed. Circuits for PCBs with FPGA were developed with 

OrCad softwa 
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